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Left- and right-handed helical tubule intermediates from a pure chiral phospholipid

Britt N. Thomas,1,2,* Christopher M. Lindemann,1 and Noel A. Clark2,*
1Department of Chemistry, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming 82071-3838

2Condensed Matter Laboratory, Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309-0390
~Received 12 October 1998!

Differential phase contrast microscopy under conditions of very slow cooling reveals the dominant self-
assembly mechanism of a chiral diacetylenic phospholipid into multilamellar tubules to be the rapid growth of
helical ribbons from spherical multilamellar vesicles. Surprisingly, in the first seconds of tubule formation, a
pure enantiomer of 1,2-bis~10,12-tricosadiynoyl!-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine@DC~8,9!PC# yields roughly
equal numbers of left- and right-handed helices, inconsistent with the heretofore observed relationship between
tubule helix handedness on phospholipid chirality. A much slower process follows by which tubules become
multilamellar with a prominent helical ridge upon the exterior. Interestingly, these exterior helical ridges are of
only a single handedness.@S1063-651X~99!01203-9#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.30.Cz, 61.16.Ch, 64.60.Qb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Saturated ethanolic/water solutions of the synthe
diacetylenic phospholipid@DC~8,9!PC# self-assemble upon
cooling into hollow cylindrical tube structures, highly un
usual for lipids, of typical length 10mm,L,100mm, and
diameterD'0.6mm @1–3#. A variety of potential applica-
tions derive from tubule structural features: they are hollo
may be aligned with magnetic or electric fields@4,5# can be
metal plated@6#, and are easily polymerized. Electron m
croscopy shows that the outer layers of multilamellar tubu
exhibit a helical structure of handedness related to the
lecular chirality@7#, strongly suggesting that helically coile
phospholipid bilayer ribbons, such as sketched in Fig. 1~a!,
are an intermediate structure in tubule formation. Becaus
its novelty and the apparent role of chirality, the tubule fo
mation process has attracted intense theoretical interest,
descriptions of tubule formation incorporating chiralit
originating from either a chiral molecular structure@1,8–14#,
or from spontaneous achiral symmetry breaking@15#.

In this paper we present results of an optical microsco
study of the tubule formation process, observations m
possible by providing sample conditions of extremely hig
temperature homogeneity and extremely low cooling ra
We confirm that the dominant tubule formation mechani
to be the growth ofLb8 helical ribbons from a high-
temperatureLa spherical vesicle phase, driven by an i
tralamellarLa-to-Lb8 first-order chain freezing phase trans
tion @16#. Surprisingly, we find that with a pure enantiom
of DC~8,9!PC, the probabilities of forming a left- or right
handed helical ribbons in this initial process are roug
equal, suggesting that the initial helical ribbon formati
process is not strongly influenced by intrinsic molecu
chirality, i.e., molecular chirality is not the reason that t
ribbons are helical, in contrast to all extant interpretations
tubule structure. The rapid lengthwise ribbon growth is co
current with a slower ribbon broadening leading to clos
into a cylindrical tubule. This is followed by a very muc

*Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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slower addition of coaxial outer layers to form a multilame
lar tubule. The outer helical windings are uniformly of
single helix sense@right handed for theR-DC~8,9!PC enan-
tiomer#, indicating that the molecule’s chirality is express
in the slow process of layer addition.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Tubule preparation

The initial preparation of tubules is standard. TheR enan-
tiomer of DC~8,9!PC was obtained from the Naval Resear
Laboratory and synthesized by starting from egg-deriv
L-a-glycerophosphorylcholine@17#. Lipid was dissolved in
ethanol/water@75:25 volume to volume~v:v!# at a concen-
tration c51 mg/ml, by heating with vigorous stirring toT
.TLa↔I , theLa-to-isotropic transition temperature. The s

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of helical tubule intermedia

lipid bilayer structure.~b! Schematic diagram of theŝ-CW -OW vector
triad characterizing each monolayer and their relative orientatio
a bilayer. Monolayer-monolayer interaction involving the obliq

ordering OW will induce bilayer twist.
3040 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 3041LEFT- AND RIGHT-HANDED HELICAL TUBULE . . .
lution was cooled throughTLa↔Lb8
at approximately 10 °C/h

to yield a flocculent precipitate of tubules~typically with L
'20mm and a diameterD'0.6mm!. This precipitate was
centrifuged at 10 000g at 5 °C for 30 min to obtain a concen
trated paste, typically withc5100 mg lipid/ml, which was
maintained atT,TLa↔I and diluted toc510 mg lipid/ml.

Optical microscopic examination of the resulting pellet
vealed no discernible change in tubule morphology indu
by centrifugation.

B. Optical microscopy kinetics probe

The first set of optical microscopy experimental con
tions were designed to enable very high-resolution opt
microscopicin situ real-time observation of the first tubul
nucleation and growth events at theLa ~spherical vesicle! to
Lb8 ~cylindrical tubule! first-order phase transition a
TLa↔Lb8

537 °C. It was found that concentrationsc

'10 mg lipid/ml were optimal, being large enough to e
hance the probability of observing tubule intermedia
within the small (1603100mm2) field of view, but having
sufficient separation between vesicles to enable isolated
bule nucleation events. Our previous x-ray diffraction stu
@16# showed that tubules reversibly cycle between the sph
cal and cylindrical phases even at these high concentrati
as long as theLa-to-isotropic transition temperatureTLa↔I

557 °C is never exceeded.
A few drops of the 10-mg lipid/ml solvent preparatio

were placed in 5-mm-deep optical microscopy cell, gentl
heated to'40 °C to enter the spherical vesicle phase, a
examined under cooling. Phase contrast microscopy ima
were obtained with a Zeiss Axiovert 10 transmission mo
microscope with a Zeiss 1003 oil-immersion Nomarski dif-
ferential interference contrast~DIC! objective and condense
and a Hamamatsu C2400 microscopy video camera cou
to an electronic contrast enhancement module. Great
was exercised to minimize thermal gradients within the co
ing sample, and cooling rates less than 0.25 °C/h were
essary in the vicinity ofTLa↔Lb8

~37 °C! to observe tubule
formation. The large thermal mass of the microscope, in c
tact with the heated sample by virtue of its oil-immersi
objectives, produced unacceptable thermal gradients wi
the sample, which were eliminated by placing the en
microscope/video camera assembly in a thermally contro
hutch in which mK sample temperature homogeneity a
cooling rates as low as 0.15 °C per hour were reliably atta
able. The structure of the evolved tubules was also pro
via scanning electron microscopy~SEM! by transferring the
sample~lipid solution and tubules! from the optical micros-
copy cells onto graphite or epoxy substrates, and into
SEM vacuum with no further preparation.

The 5-mm gap between the substrate and the cover sli
larger than the'0.6-mm tubule diameter, but far less tha
the approximately 100-mm length which tubules grow to un
der very slow cooling@16#. This narrow cell gap forces tu
bule growth to be primarily parallel to the sample cell plan
However, under our conditions we find the mean tubule
ameter to be the same as tubules formed in bulk solutio
and tubule lengths are limited by collisions with other t
bules forming in the highly concentrated lipid solution. T
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narrow gap also flattens larger spherical vesicles in theLa

phase.

C. Optical microscopy tubule interior probe

A Nikon Diaphot 300 inverted microscope equipped w
603 and 1003 Nomarski DIC objectives and a Dag
VE1000 video camera coupled to a videocassette reco
and high-resolution video capture board was used to im
standard-formed tubule interiors. A small amount of the st
dard 10-mg lipid/ml solvent preparation, known to have u
formly right-handed exteriors, was placed upon a glass
croscope slide, air dried, mounted upon the microsc
stage, and covered with water. Ethanol was then added to
water incrementally until the outermost layers of the tub
dissolved. Videotapes of the procedure were digitized
analysis.

D. Atomic force microscopy tubule interior probe

Contact-mode atomic force microscopy~AFM! probes of
exposed DC~8,9!PC tubule cores were obtained with a Dig
tal Instruments BioScope in the following manner: Fir
a'5-mg lipid/ml tubule suspension was drawn across
length of a 24360-mm glass coverslip and air dried. Th
dried sample/coverslip assembly was then immersed len
wise into a 90:10 ethanol:H2O ~v:v! solution over the course
of 10 s. This lengthwise immersion generated a solve
exposure gradient over the length of the coverslip: the fi
coverslip portion immersed endured approximately 101

2 s of
solvent exposure, while the last portion was immersed
only about 1

2 s. The solvent was quickly washed away b
placing the coverslip into a large beaker of distilled wa
and swirling it about. Finally, the sample/coverslip assem
was air dried a second time. This procedure created reg
where the uppermost portion of the deposited tubules, tha
the outer lamellae, were dissolved away, exposing the co
but where the tubules continued to adhere to the glass
strate throughout contact-mode AFM probes.

III. RESULTS

A. Optical microscopy kinetics probe

Figure 2 shows four frames from a video clip of a typic
nucleation and growth event, obtained while cooling
0.25 °C/h. The sequence begins with anLa spherical vesicle,
in which lies a nodule of unknown structure@indicated by the
white arrow in~a!# that had appeared several minutes earl
This nodule initially nucleates three helical ribbons in~b!,
which are apparently fixed to the nodule and grow in len
at a roughly constant velocity ofv>1 mm/s along the tubule
axis. This is followed by many other ribbon nucleations
form a nest of tubules, the growth of which depletes mate
from the vesicle, as evident in the last frame~d!. The reverse
process, the slow heating and melting of isolated tubu
occurs by a spherical vesicle forming at one end of the tub
which consumes it with the net volume of the two phas
remaining essentially constant, as shown in Fig. 3, sugg
ing that in this rapid transformation between the spheri
and cylindrical phases the principal material transport is
tween these phases and not to or from the saturated solu
However, we find that slow tubule growth can occur up
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3042 PRE 59THOMAS, LINDEMANN, AND CLARK
cooling in absence of a spherical vesicle, but that this gro
velocity is much slower~>0.1 mm/s!, and, interestingly,
nearly the same as that of the addition of outer layers o
already formed tubule cores, as we discuss below.

FIG. 2. Four Nomarski DIC microscopy video frames, spac
by 3.1 s and obtained while cooling at 0.25 °C/h, showi
DC~8,9!PCLb8 helical ribbon growth nucleating at a nodule~white
arrow! at the edge of aLa spherical vesicle. The nodule appear
10 min earlier in the cooling cycle. The spherical vesicle is u
mately consumed by the tubules. The scale bar is 5mm long.

FIG. 3. Four Nomarski DIC microscopy video frames spaced
3 s obtained while heating at 2 °C/h, showing a DC~8,9!PC Lb8
tubule melting into anLa spherical vesicle. During this proces
material is transported principally from the tubule to the vesic
and not to or from the aqueous solvent. The spherical vesicle alm
always forms at a tubule end, as seen in the vertical tubule a
left-hand side of each frame; however, occasionally the sphe
vesicle forms along the tubule body, as seen to the right of
vertical tubule in the first frame.
th

to

A very surprising observation is that both left- and righ
handed helices form during a single nucleation/growth eve
Figure 4 shows neighboring tubules of opposite handedn
having just grown in a vesicle-to-tubule transition of the ty
depicted in Fig. 2. Occasionally a helix possessing one se
of handedness is seen to sprout from a tubule of the oppo
handedness.

These unexpected findings led us to carefully study a
consider the role of the DIC microscopic imaging process
determining the apparent helix handedness.First, we have
verified that the apparent helix handedness is independen
the sample orientation, i.e. does not change upon rotation
the sample stage@18#, and is also independent of the positio
of the microscope objective focal plane relative to the tub
plane; i.e. apparent helix handedness does not change
ing a through-focus scan. In view of the demonstrated in
variance of the apparent helix handedness under condit
of varying orientation and focal plane position, images su
as Fig. 4 unambiguously show that left and right helices
simultaneously present. Furthermore, the image shows
only one of the helix sides, either the side nearest to ob
tive or furthest from the objective always dominates the he
image.

In transmission microscopic imaging at the high nume
cal aperture employed here, objects of dimensiond in the
range 0.5mm,d,1.0mm, or of thicker samples having in
ternal structure in this range, it is the side closest to
objective which is imaged most clearly in a through-foc
scan@19#. Thus, in assigning the handedness of a particu
tubule, we assume that it is the helix side closest to
objective that is being imaged@20,21#.

Additional confirmation of the suitability of DIC optica
microscopy, a transmission-mode probe, in helix handedn
determination has been provided through atomic force
croscopy, a scanning-mode probe@21#. In the aforemen-
tioned system, AFM-generated height maps of stable hel
allowed unambiguous assignment of helix handedness;
and right-handed helices were found in the same ratio
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FIG. 4. Nomarski DIC microscopy video frame obtained wh
cooling at 0.25 °C/h, showing the simultaneous growth of left a
right handed DC~8,9!PCLb8 helical ribbons. The Nomarski image
the side of the helix closest to the objective more clearly, prefer
tially illuminating regions where refractive index increases alo
the DIC axis. Thus the apparent handedness of the helix windin
not altered by either through focusing or rotation of the sam
through any angle. The scale bar is 1mm long.
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PRE 59 3043LEFT- AND RIGHT-HANDED HELICAL TUBULE . . .
indicated by optical microscopy. While the rapidly-growin
helices of the current DC~8,9!PC kinetics study cannot b
probed by AFM, we are nevertheless quite confident the
tical observation of left- and right-handed cores is corre
and will presently furnish AFM data of exposed DC~8,9!PC
tubule cores that further substantiate this point of view.

Efforts to measure the numbers of left- and right-hand
helical ribbons in the evolving samples are hindered by
necessarily small field-of-view required for high magnific
tion and the transient nature of the state in which the sens
ribbon handedness was clearly resolvable.~When the helical
ribbon has widened to form a closed cylinder, the index
refraction discontinuity found at the ribbon edge/solvent
terface, which DIC is optimized to detect, disappears. DIC
in general, not capable of detecting the helical ridge found
fully formed tubules.! The largest sample from a single eve
such as in Fig. 2 was ten helices, of which six were rig
handed and four left handed. Summing identifiable heli
from 20 samples yielded a fraction of right-handed helic
NR /(NL1NR)'0.60. This surprising result is compounde
by the outcome of electron microscopy probes done ten
minutes after such a ‘‘mixed’’ sample is observed: all 1
tubules from the sample havingNR /(NL1NR)'0.60 were
found to have right-handed exteriors. This latter observa
is in agreement with the previously reported corresponde
between molecular chirality and the handedness of the h
cal ‘‘barber-pole’’ stripe found on tubule exteriors@3#. The
implication of these observations isnot that there is a hand
edness conversion mechanism for the helices, for what
observe with DIC microscopy is the formation of the inne
most part of the multilamellar tubules, and what is observ
subsequently with SEM is the outermost lamella. Rather,
implication is that there exist tubules with left-handed he
ces in the core, and right-handed helices on the exterior

The sequence shown in Fig. 5, a secondary growth ab
a now-closed helix, several minutes after its formation, s
gests a simple mechanism for the apparent change in h
edness from the inner to outer lamellae. Our interpretation
the sequence is that the tubule core serves as a nucleatio
for phospholipid monomer precipitation from the coolin
saturated solution, and so becomes multilamellar. This
ondary growth rate is an order of magnitude slower than
initial tubule formation, with approximately 0.1-mm/s axial
growth rates as opposed to 1.0mm/s for the tubule core
formation. ~Unfortunately, the low magnification require

FIG. 5. Four low-magnification Nomarski DIC microscop
video frames spaced by 13 s obtained while cooling at 0.25 °C
showing the sheathing of a DC~8,9!PCLb8 tubule. During this pro-
cess material is transported to the tubule principally from the co
ing saturated solution. The scale bar is 5mm long.
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for this sequence does not permit resolution of any unde
ing helical structure in either lamella.! Occasionally, tubules
are seen to form in the absence of spherical vesicles, ap
ently through the accretion of lipid from the cooling sat
rated solvent to both ends of the tubule. These ‘‘fre
standing’’ tubules form concurrently with the seconda
growth shown in Fig. 5, and with the same 0.1-mm/s axial
growth rate. These similarities suggest that tubule sheath
is also a result of accretion of lipid from solution. Core fo
mation, however, is a very different processes: While
sheathment is the slow accretion of monomer from the co
ing, saturated solution, core formation is the rap
conversion of a large reservoir ofLa-phase material~the
spherical vesicle!, which, due to hysteresis, is usually belo
TLa↔Lb8

, into Lb8-phase tubule cores. We will argue belo
that the slower ensheathment process allows molec
chirality to be expressed in the helical sense of handedn
while the rapidLa-to-Lb8 interconversion does not.

B. Optical microscopy tubule interior probe

Given our particular experimental conditions, namely, t
flattening of the larger spherical vesicles by the microsco
cell’s size, the anisotropy of the microscopy cells, the h
lipid concentrations, and the unusually slow cooling, it w
of interest to check whether left-handed cores within rig
handed exteriors would appear under the standard tubule
mation conditions in bulk solution@7# used initially to pre-
pare the tubules. Tubule interiors were exposed as descr
in Sec. II B, resulting in structures such as that shown in F
6, in which a left-handed helical core is revealed. On
again, focal-plane translation through exposed tubule co
did not invert the sense of tubule handedness, and the f
tion of right-handed tubules was found to be approximat
that of the rapidly forming tubule cores in the anisotrop
microscopy cells,NR /(NL1NR)'0.60.

C. Atomic force microscopy tubule interior probe

The pertinent virtue of AFM is that a true height map
the specimen is created by measuring the vertical deflec
of an atomic-dimensioned tip as it is scanned across
specimen. This three-dimensional map enables unequiv
assignment of helix handedness through the unambigu

h,

l-

FIG. 6. Nomarski DIC microscopy video image of an expos
DC~8,9!PC tubule core that was formed in bulk solution, and th
exposed by dissolution of the tubules’ outer layers as describe
the text. The scale bar is 1mm long.
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3044 PRE 59THOMAS, LINDEMANN, AND CLARK
determination of which alternate helix segments are ne
to, or further from, the viewer.

Figure 7 shows a contact-mode atomic force microgra
of a left-handed tubule core exposed through the differen
solvation procedure outlined in Sec. II C. The AFM reveal
flattened helical ribbon, composed of areas that lie eit
'105 or '210 nm above the substrate. We interpret
lower-elevation regions~areasA andF! to be single layers of
the flattened helical ribbon and the higher-elevation regi
~D, B, E, andG! to be double layers. For example, the tria
gular regionsB andE are nearly coplanar, differing only b
the rms surface roughness of 8 nm.~The featureC separating
regionsB andE is a crease that goes to a depth of 19.0 n!
The top and bottom portions of the regionB C E lie 123.8
and 115.8 nm above regionsA andF, respectively, which in
turn lie 102.6 and 103.4 nm below regionsD andG, respec-
tively. The handedness of the ribbon is established by dis
guishing in the image those parts of the edge of the rib
which are exposed, i.e., on the top layer, from those p
which are covered by a layer of ribbon: the ribbon edge
the top layer should image sharply, whereas the covered
bon edge should not. For example, the creaseC in high-
elevation regionB C E corresponds to the expected gap b
tween successive helical ribbon turns on the opposite h
side. The drawing at the left of Fig. 7 illustrates flatten
left- and right-handed helices, and the AFM of Fig. 7
clearly consistent only with a left-handed helical sense.

IV. DISCUSSION

Despite the enantiomerically unambiguous synthesis
our R-DC~8,9!PC, and its measured optical rotatory pow
which is comparable to the value obtained for pu
R-DC~8,9!PC quoted by Singhet al. @17#, indicating that the

FIG. 7. ~left! Contact-mode atomic force micrograph of an e
posed DC~8,9!PC tubule core. The handedness of the ribbon is
tablished by distinguishing in the image those parts of the edg
the ribbon which are exposed, i.e., on the top layer, from those p
which are covered by a layer of ribbon. This microstructure p
sesses a left sense of helical handedness. Note the splotchy re
distributed upon the substrate by tubule dissolution.~right! Sche-
matic drawing of flattened left- and right-handed helical ribbo
The helix exteriors are white, the interiors are gray, and the rib
edges are drawn to emphasize whether they are exposed to, o
den from, the observer.
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enantiomeric excess of our sample is near unity, an issue
must be raised at this point is the extent to which a
S-DC~8,9!PC enantiomer present in the sample would aff
the understanding of our results. We examine the ramifi
tions of such chiral contamination by interpreting two of o
experimental observations in the context of the Ising-ba
models of collective achiral symmetry breaking develop
by Selinger and Selinger@22# to describe the helical winding
of achiral homopolymer chains resulting from the addition
chiral sidegroups@23–26#.

First, we observe that all tubule cores are completely
or right handed; that is, there are never kinks in the heli
where the sense of handedness changes. In the Ising m
of a finite chain~tubule! having N kink sites, this corre-
sponds to a regime wheref 5N exp(2Ek /kT)!1, f being the
number of changes of handedness~kinks! per tubule, andEk
the kink energy. Second, because we observe the nearl
cemic 60:40 ratio of left- to right-handed tubules in a syst
with an enantiomeric excess (Fe.e.) near unity (Fe.e.>1),
we must be in an Ising regime whereEc , the energy differ-
ence between anS and R molecule in, say, a right-hande
tubule is quite small. WhenEc is small, the collective
symmetry-breaking model predicts a nearly linear variat
of average helix handedness with enantiomeric excess
the range of 0,Fe.e.,1, with, in particular, nothing dra-
matic happening asFe.e.→1. Thus the Ising model, which
works very well to describe the polymer case, indicates t
small amounts of chiral impurities, if present, cannot p
duce the nearly equal numbers of left- and right-handed
bule cores we observe. Furthermore, the Ising model c
tains precisely the regime we propose for the tubul
namely, largeEk and smallEc .

At the present time there is no satisfactory theoreti
model of tubule formation and structure. Our observatio
provide benchmarks that should serve to guide developm
of such a model, which must relate the structural feature
DC~8,9!PC required for tubule formation, namely, the pho
pholipid triple bonds, to the three key aspects of tubule f
mation: ~1! the highly anisotropicLb8-phase growth veloci-
ties in the ribbons, which differ by a factor of;1003 along
and perpendicular to the direction of ribbon growth;~2! the
curling of the ribbons into helical cores of either handedne
and ~3! the uniform handedness of the tubules’ outer laye
We now discuss these in turn.

First, our experiments make it clear that the general
sumption that the ribbon is an equilibrium structure in t
models cited above@8–14# is simply not correct. Clearly, the
ribbon is agrowth form, and not an equilibrium structure
That the ribbon is a growth form is evident since fast grow
occurs only as ribbons, whereas slow growth is in the fo
of sheets or tubes. Indeed, results from our laboratory in
cate that the slow-growth bilayers conform to whatev
structures are already present, e.g., the helically wound f
growth ribbons, and thence the entire tubule structure or
nates in the anisotropy of the fast growth process, and is
an equilibrium structure at all. The growth of ribbons is
form of needle-shaped crystal growth, which occurs, for
ample, in orthorhombic or hexagonal systems which fo
low energy surfaces parallel to a high symmetry crysta
graphic axis.

Second, our experiments call into question the assump
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PRE 59 3045LEFT- AND RIGHT-HANDED HELICAL TUBULE . . .
that the helicity of the ribbons has its origin in molecul
chirality. The current theoretical treatments of tubule str
ture account for the helical curling of the ribbons by co
bining molecular tilt and intrinsic molecular chirality, sinc
such chirality imparts a tendency for director twist or be
and, as a consequence, a bilayer patch composed of
molecules will not be flat but rather saddle shaped in
ground state. Thus, the helical shape of the tubules’Lb8 rib-
bons has been presumed to arise from such a bilayer t
@8–14#. However, our observations indicate that the heli
bilayer twist does not have its origins in molecular chirali
but rather is the result of a spontaneous symmetry brea
to a twisted state, atwist instabilityof an achiral state, simi-
lar to that found recently in smectic freely suspended fil
@27,28#, in the ‘‘majority rules’’ spontaneous chiralization o
achiral homopolymers@23–26#, and recently discussed fo
tilted bilayers of tilted achiral molecules@15#. That is to say,
the bilayer has an intrinsic tendency for twist irrespective
handedness, but which is slightly weighted toward rig
handed helices by molecular chirality. Thus the bilayer f
energy density vs twist is a double-well potential with a b
rier DF at the planar state~zero twist!, and the minimum
corresponding to right handed helices which isdF higher
than that for left-handed helices,dF!DF, producing a
‘‘majority rules’’ instability to one of the helical states. A
general observation regarding crystallization is that slow
grown crystals tend to be closer to the thermodynamic
ideal structure than rapidly grown crystals. Thus, while m
lecular chirality favors right-handed ribbons, the fluctuatio
in the young, rapidly evolving, system permit nucleation
the metastable left-hand state; for the very much slower p
cess of tubule sheathing shown in Fig. 5, the molecu
intrinsic chirality emerges as the determining factor of t
outermost layers’ uniform right handedness. The result
this process is tubules whose outermost layers are of
expected handedness, but whose inner cylinders may
trapped in the metastable left-handed state.

Our experiments suggest that the carbon-carbon tr
bonds in the tails must in some way be responsible for
achiral twist instability. Figure 1~b! illustrates theminimal
symmetry requirements for a chiral ribbon and a poss
mechanism for this effect, in which chirality originates in
way akin to the appearance of chirality of the smecticL
phases of achiral molecules@29–32#. For this argument we
first consider independently each monolayer of the bilay
assuming the monolayer to be made of achiral molecu
and characterized locally byŜ, the outward-directed mono
layer normal, expressing the fact that the outer monola
surface is different from the interior monolayer surface, a

two vector quantities parallel to the bilayer plane: CW directed

along the ribbon growth direction and OW oblique to CW . Given
the highly anisotropic characteristic of ribbon growth it

likely that CW is parallel to the molecular rows of some Mille
index of the hexatic or crystalline lattice. It may also be
molecular tilt direction. There are several vector propert

which OW may represent:~i! the molecular tilt direction if this
is a smecticL phase@32#; ~ii ! the crystallographic direction
of the superlattices describing the head group position
there is head group ordering, i.e., if this is anLc8 phase@33#;
~iii ! the glycerol bond joining the two tails in each molecu
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and ~iv! the direction of oligomerization giving the chai
direction if polymerization of the triple bonds into polyd
acetylene is initiated. The necessity of the diacetylenic t
suggests that~iv! is the most likely, but~ii ! and ~iii ! cannot
be ruled out, since, for example, a preference for a sme
Lc8-phase may be a consequence of the tail structure.

The ŝ-CW -OW triad, and thus any monolayer characterized
such a vector triad, is chiral. For thebilayer to be chiral, the
handedness of the upper and lower monolayers must be
same, which is obtained by sliding the triad across the
monolayer, around the ribbon edge, and onto the bot
monolayer, with the result shown in Fig. 1~a!. Thus, to ob-
tain a chiral bilayer, the handedness chosen in a monola
symmetry breaking to chirality must propagate to the ot
monolayer with the same sign. Clearly, the symmet

allowed interactions between the monolayers involvingW

and OW will tend to generate a twist of the bilayer. Since w

assumed achiral molecules to begin with, theŝ-CW -OW triad of
opposite handedness will occur with equal energy.

Our finding of left- and right-handed tubule cores in t
R-enantiomer also requires the reinterpretation of some
tant data. For example, with a model of molecular chirali
driven helix formation, the observation of both left- an
right-handed tubules in racemic DC~8,9!PC preparations,
could only be interpreted to indicate micro-phase separa
of the R and S enantiomers into left- and right-handed t
bules@34#. Our results, indicating that the effect driving th
helix formation is not directly related to the molecule
chirality, clearly suggest that helix formation could occur
the racemate without phase separation.

Circular dichroism measurements on DC~8,9!PC solutions
show that in the tubule phase there are strongly enhan
molar ellipticities in UV absorption bands@34,35#, which can
be associated with the diacetylenic group@34#. This data in-
dicate clearly that the molecular chirality results in a mu
more strongly chiral local environment for the diacetylen
groups in the tubule phase than in theLa phase. On this basis
these authors conclude:~i! that the molecular chirality is ex
pressed in some kind of chiral molecular packing in the
bule phase, and~ii ! that the chiral packing of the molecule
leads directly to the formation of helical ribbons. While th
former interpretation is clearly correct, the latter interpre
tion, which is directly at odds with our observations, is,
fact, not warranted by their data. Specifically, there are in
literature unambiguous counter examples to the assump
that a direct correlation exists between molecular-scale ch
packing and themm-scale macroscopic expression of chira
ity. For example, polybenzyl-L-glutamate~PBLG! is a ho-
mopolypeptide which forms a rod-shaped chirally-pack
a-helical structure in a variety of organic solvents, as e
denced by circular dichroism in the UV@36,37#. At suffi-
ciently high concentration these molecules form a ch
nematic phase in which the chirality appears in the form o
micron scale helical winding of the director. However,
achiral binary solvent mixtures of dioxane and methyle
chloride, the director helix unwinds with increasing dioxa
concentration, with the pitch ultimately diverging to infinit
at a particular solvent composition. As more dioxane
added, the helix reforms with the opposite sense of hand
ness@38#. The UV circular dichroism in these solutions
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lower PBLG concentration~the isotropic phase where the
is no contribution to the molar ellipticity from the directo
helix! remains unchanged through this composition ran
indicating that this change in sense of macroscopic heli
occurs with invariant handedness of the moleculara-helical
winding @37#. Thus there is no fundamental reason that m
lecular chirality must result in a particular helix sense
even in a helix at all. While in the PBLG system there is
fixed relationship between helix sense under particular
vent conditions and the chirality of the amino acid si
chains, this situation is not found in the tubules. In the
bules there is a strongly collective instability to a state
twist of either handedness which is only weakly biased
chirality. The PBLG data show that macroscopic twist se
can be weakly coupled to molecular packing. Since
model of Selinger and Selinger@22# shows that the limit of
weak chiral biasing the ratio of left- to right-handed helic
gh
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varies linearly with chiral biasing, their model readily a
counts for our observation thatNL /NR&1.
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